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Abstract  
In many smaller companies, requirements management is a daunting challenge. Smaller 
groups mean fewer resources, and many organizations focus their efforts on design, 
development and testing not on managing requirements. Some small organizations may 
perceive requirements management as an activity only for large organizations that have 
complex products and large staffs to support the effort.  
 
Poor and uncontrolled requirement engineering processes yield low quality, highly 
expensive software products. Obviously, customers are highly dissatisfied with such 
systems. One of the most critical requirement engineering processes that grossly 
contribute to this misnomer is lack of “effective requirements management” 
 
Information Technology Associates (ITA) has had many challenges resulting from some 
poor and uncontrolled requirements engineering processes. Lack of effective 
requirements traceability has also had its share in plaguing ITA in software development 
activities. 
 
ITA started small and so it handled its requirements documentation manually as it only 
dealt with few customer requirements. Time has seen the company expand, and manual 
handling of customer requirement became difficult. 
This master thesis therefore aims to investigate: 

♦ The state-of-practice, regarding requirements engineering and requirements 
management within a medium-sized software development company. 

♦ How to successfully implement effective requirement management process within 
the ITA Company. 

♦ How to successfully migrate ITA Company into this RE process while ensuring 
minimum hassles. 

 
Keywords: Requirements management process, Requirements changes management and 
Requirement traceability.  
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CHAPTER 1 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Project Background 
 

This thesis project comprises a case study at the Information Technology 
Associates (ITA), which is a Kenyan based-software developing company 
with its headquarters in Nairobi (The capital city of Kenya). The company 
is very new in the software development field since this is the third year of 
existence since its inception. The company has however picked up very 
well and given the industry the worth of its existence by providing very 
pragmatic software based solutions. The company has already developed 
software programs for such big companies like The East African 
Breweries, NSSF, and Kencell etc. The company currently employs 
approximately 60 persons.  
 
ITA started small and its requirements management process was ad hoc 
and manual as it only dealt with few customer requirements. This had its 
own drawbacks since there was no good requirement coordination and any 
future requirement reference was not easy or even possible at times. Time 
has seen the company expand and the ad hoc and the manual system 
became difficult. The company started to use a word processing system for 
customer requirements management.  
 
Poor and uncontrolled requirement engineering processes yield low 
quality, highly expensive software products, which are mostly delivered 
out of agreed upon schedule. Obviously, customers are highly dissatisfied 
with such systems. One of the most critical requirements engineering 
processes that grossly contribute to this misnomer is lack of “effective 
requirements management” 
 
Since ITA has been a major victim of the advent of some poor and 
uncontrolled requirements engineering processes as revealed from the 
initial evaluations of the case study, the management requested for a 
detailed research in this area. The case study research (Appendix A) 
clearly revealed that the weight of the inefficiency in software 
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development was mostly felt within the area of requirements management 
process.  

 
1.2 Effective Requirement Management 

Since this thesis project focuses on effective requirements management 
process, we think it is necessary to explain the concept behind this 
process. We will explore what the current state-of-art literature in this 
process has to offer. The focus of this section will mainly be on 
requirements management process, its historical perspective and its 
importance.  

 
1.2.1 Requirement Management: Overview 

Requirements management according to Sommerville and Sawyer, is “the 
process of managing changes to a system’s requirements” [Sommerville, 
I., and Sawyer, P.] [2].   
 
Sommerville and Sawyer [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2], outlines 
the principal concerns of effective requirements management as:  
♦ Managing changes to agreed requirements 
♦ Managing the relationships between requirements 
♦ Managing dependencies between the requirements document and 

other documents produced during the systems and software 
engineering process. 

 
Agreeably, there are numerous definitions for the term “Requirements”. In 
this thesis however, this term requirements shall refer to “system’s 
specifications” that both the customer and the system developers have 
agreed on. These specifications should clearly and unambiguously reflect 
the desired end result of both the customer and the developers in the final 
software product.   
 
According to this thesis, “requirements management” has to do with 
ensuring that the agreed upon system specifications are well planned, 
analysed, controlled, stored and maintained through the entire software 
development lifecycle and thereafter so that they may be easily accessible 
at any given time by the stakeholders. Any change to these specifications 
should be well documented for the purpose of control. 
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Kotonya and Sommerville [Kotonya, G., Sommerville, I.] [2], gives some 
of the reasons that cause requirements to change over a given duration as:  

♦ Changes to a system’s environment  
♦ Customers develop a better understanding of their needs 
♦ Emergence of new requirements  
♦ Modification of the existing requirements  

 
We do agree with Sommerville, as requirements are not static. The 
software developers at ITA admitted that most of their customers are 
usually not so sure about the kind of requirements to critically focus on so 
that they may get their desired product. The developers hinted that their 
customers are mostly overwhelmed by the need for a hasty solution to 
their software problems which denies them enough time to fully focus on 
good principles of requirements management. Agreeably, most customers 
do not have enough requirements knowledge to be in a position to clearly 
state them right from the beginning. They progressively give more and 
more clear specifications regarding the kind of a system they require as the 
system development continues. This means that requirements inevitably 
change. Maintaining these requirements changes becomes a critical part of 
requirements management process. Failure to control and document the 
changing requirements may plunge any company into several challenges 
as the case is at ITA. Sommerville and Sawyer offers a solution which we 
strongly subscribe to “To minimize such difficulties, effective requirement 
management is necessary where changes to the requirements are 
documented and controlled” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [1]. 
 
In our view, the scope of requirements management should not be isolated 
to any particular phase within the software development lifecycle; on the 
contrary, this process should span across the entire domain of software 
development and maintenance. Software specifications may change in any 
phase of the software development lifecycle and these new changes should 
be controlled and well maintained. Any requirements change will 
definitely affect the design and implementation of the system being 
developed. The impact that the new requirement put on the development 
of the software product should then be well analyzed, controlled, and 
documented as it will affect the quality, cost and time expended on the 
software product being developed.   
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This underscores the great need of having effective requirements 
management process in place within any software developing organization 
no matter how large or small it is. 
 

1.2.4 The Value of Managing Requirements 
Requirements definition and analysis is an important first step in software 
development. As noted above, managing changing requirements 
throughout the software development life cycle and thereafter is pivotal in 
developing a successful solution. In our view, a successful solution is one 
that meets customers' needs, developed on time and within the allocated 
budget. A crucial aspect of effectively managing requirements is clearly 
communicating requirements to all stakeholders throughout the software’s 
life cycle and thereafter.  Effective requirements management benefits all 
project stakeholders, end users, project managers, developers, and testers 
by ensuring that they are continually kept apprised of requirement status 
and understand the impact of changing requirements, especially, to 
schedules, functionality, and costs.  
 
Requirements management is not limited to only software design and 
implementation tasks. For example, formal, up-to-date requirements can 
be valuable to test and quality assurance (QA) activities. Building test 
plans and test cases based on requirements facilitate testing the intent of 
the application, not just the code.  When test planning occurs in parallel 
with development, the timesaving can be significant. 
 
“A far larger number of IT shops have software configuration 
management tools and processes in place than have adopted formal 
requirements management. Effective requirement management should 
span the complete life cycle from initial concept definition; through 
modeling, design, and analysis; through coding; through testing; to 
ongoing maintenance and enhancements.” [Stephen, Kathleen, Richard] 
[7].  
 
Kotonya and Sommerville [1] states that effective requirements 
management practices such as maintaining dependencies between 
requirements have long-term benefits to any organization. These benefits 
are: 

♦ Better customer satisfaction  
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♦ Easy and accurate access of customer requirements incase of             
change request implementation 

♦ Lower system development costs.  
 
In order to enjoy the above stated benefits, [Kotonya and Sommerville] 
[2], recommend that one should: 

♦ Store all the systems’ requirements for any future reference, 
♦ Sort all the requirements according to a given criteria, 
♦ Track any given requirement and its dependencies 
♦ Update authorized changes and automatically notify the persons 

affected by the changes. 
♦ Establish the current requirement’s status 

 
1.2.5 Risks when Not Managing Requirements 

The advice given by Sommerville and Sawyer “If changes are not 
controlled, low priority changes may be implemented before high priority 
changes and expensive modifications to the system that are not really 
necessary may be approved” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [1], is 
worthy noting and should be observed with caution.  
 
As rightly alluded by Sommerville and Sawyer [Sommerville, I., and 
Sawyer, P.]   [2] “Poor requirements management process may mean 
that”: 

♦ Systems whose requirements do not satisfy the customer were 
delivered 

♦ Systems development schedules are mostly extended 
♦ High costs are incurred for rework of the design and 

implementation to accommodate requirements changes.  
♦ The costs of these challenges in the long-term usually outweigh the 

short-term costs of introducing effective requirements management 
practice. 

 
No doubt that ITA would greatly benefit from endorsing the principles of 
effective management process as stated above.  
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1.3 Purpose and scope 

1.3.1 Objectives 
The purpose of this thesis project was to evaluate Requirements 
Management processes at ITA and make a proposal on how to migrate 
ITA into an effective requirements management process with minimum 
hassles.  
 
In order to achieve the above stated objective, the thesis research work 
focused on the following activities: 

♦ Evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the current 
requirements management process at ITA i.e. through the case 
study. 

♦ Effective requirements documentation for proper storage and 
retrieval e.g. through a database system.  

♦ Effective requirements change management i.e. Creation of a 
change control team (CCT) to deliberate on and authorize change 
of requirements.  

♦ Effective management of requirements traceability e.g. through a 
database system. 

 
The foregoing activities were carried out to facilitate the migration of ITA 
into an effective requirements management process with minimum 
hassles.   
 
♦ Finally, an implementation of a tailored RE process based on the 

ITA’s current situation and desired goals with minimum hassles was 
conducted.   

 
1.3.2 Hypotheses 

During the initial studies, a few problem areas and possible improvements 
within the requirements management process at ITA emerged. Below, we 
present a number of statements from the findings. The remainder of this 
report aims to address these issues. 

 
1.  Is the requirements management process at ITA a major source of 

software development challenge because of: 
♦ Lack of an effective tool to support effective requirements 

management process? 
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♦ Lack of a change control team to handle all requirements change 
management issues? 

♦ Poor requirements traceability? or  
♦ Lack of training and exposure to sound requirements engineering 

processes? 
 

2. Is it possible to introduce effective requirements management   
    process at ITA by: 
♦ Introducing a database-based tool support for effective requirements 

management process? 
♦ Introducing and enforcing change control team (CCT) to manage all 

requirements changes? 
♦ Introducing effective requirements traceability?  
♦ Successfully migrating ITA into an effective requirements 

management process while ensuring minimum hassles? 
 

With these statements, the project had:  
a) A starting point from where to find scarcities at ITA  
 
b) Suggested areas where improvements would be of the highest benefit 

to the ITA Company in order to successfully migrate it (ITA) into an 
effective requirements management process while ensuring minimum 
hassles. 

 
1.3.3 Limitations 

When evaluating the RE process at ITA and developing an improvement 
proposal, the purpose was not to discuss and propose improvements within 
all aspects in the RE process. Instead, after making a survey over the RE 
process, the analysis focused on specific areas that might become 
beneficial in migrating ITA into effective requirements management 
process with minimum hassles.  
   
When investigating state of the art research, it was not intended to cover 
all recent research within the area; the investigation focused on aspects 
that seemed useful for effective requirements management process at ITA. 
For the state of practice, the thesis project did not include a survey of the 
current state of the entire software industry due to the complexity involved 
in such a task.  
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1.4  Outline of Thesis 

This section deals with the way the thesis research was conducted. 
 
Chapter 1: Introduction (Introduction to the thesis research, what we 
have done within ITA) 
 
Chapter 2: Method (Description to the research method used in this 
thesis, the possible threats and their mitigation)  
 
Chapter 3: Findings from case study and improvements suggestions 
(Detailed description of case study findings and improvements 
suggestions) 
 
Chapter 4: Conclusions (Validation of thesis hypothesis) 
 
Reference 
 
Appendix A: Case study at ITA questions and answers 
 
Appendix B: Requirements Management Tool 
 
Appendix C: Change Request tool component 
 
Appendix D: Requirements Traceability tool Component 
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CHAPTER 2 

2 METHOD 
 

This chapter describes how to achieve the project aims and it starts with a 
roadmap that describes the overall structure of the thesis project, followed 
by a discussion concerning several possible methods to select from. The 
chapter will also present an identification of pitfalls that might weaken the 
validity of the results. 

 
2.1 Roadmap 

Before discussing the method used, this section presents a roadmap that 
describes the overall project structure in order to give a view of what the 
methods should achieve. 

Figure 2.1-1: This figure represents how the research will be carried out in 
the master thesis 

Conclusions

Make an improvement proposal based on the research result 

Literature Study (Study current research in effective requirement 
management) 

Evaluate the requirements management process at ITA 
(Using Research Questions) 
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The methodology for conducting the thesis work comprises of the 
following steps: 

 
Evaluate the requirements management process at ITA: 
A major task in this thesis project was to gather information about 
structure and practice of requirements management process at ITA. The 
purpose of the evaluation was to find potential areas of improvement. 
 
Study current research in effective requirement management:  
Books and published articles were studied in order to collect: 

♦ The general view on how effective requirements management 
should be performed.  

♦ The ‘state of the art’ practice, i.e. new theories and proposals on 
how to conduct and achieve effective requirements management 
process with minimum hassles. Unless otherwise referenced, (G. 
Kotonya, I. Sommerville) [1], and (I. Sommerville, P. Sawyer) [2] 
will be the main literature reference in this thesis work. 

 
Make an improvement proposal based on the research result: 
From the case study evaluation and research results, possible 
improvements were selected and analyzed. With support from the gathered 
knowledge regarding ‘state-of-art’ requirements management process, 
improvement suggestions on how to introduce the selected improvements 
at ITA was developed. 
 
The evaluation of the requirements management process at ITA was 
important and critical part when making the method selection. Therefore, 
the rest of the chapter focuses on this part. 
 
 

2.2 Method selection 
Selecting appropriate methods involved a few considerations. Since this 
project conducted a study at one single company site and the project 
results were applied at the same site, it is natural for the project to be 
industry based with case study as the research method. Since research 
literature has significant knowledge to add, the project was also 
considered as research based as described by Dawson [3]. 
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While studying the process of requirements management at the company 
site, the available information sources were ITA’s software requirements 
documentation, interviews, and work observations. According to 
(Martella, R. C., Nelson, R., Marchand-Martella, N. E) [5], it is most 
preferable to use as many sources as possible when making the 
investigations and attempting to validate theories since the information 
obtained from the different sources can complement each other and 
hopefully also verify the validity of each other. (Martella, R. C., Nelson, 
R., Marchand-Martella, N. E) [5] describes this approach as a triangulation 
of data where one data source can validate another by comparing the 
sources and see if they are harmonious. However, using many sources 
requires more efforts and thereby it might not always be possible to follow 
this approach. 
 

 
2.2.1 Document study 

The aim of document study is to get familiar with the documentation that 
describes the company’s state-of-art practice in requirements management 
process. Without this study it would be very difficult to see the differences 
between the standard and the practiced requirement management process. 
 
We have studied the company’s organizational structure and their 
procedures for documentation handling to find the necessary 
documentation. The list below presents the documents that were used to 
study the company’s practiced requirements management process. 
The studied documents were: 

♦ ITA Requirements definition documents 
♦ ITA Requirements change management documents 
♦ ITA Requirements tracking documents 

Other documents: 
♦ Development process 
♦ Main requirements specification 

 
2.2.2 Interviews 

The interviews with employees at ITA are used as the main tool to collect 
information about the requirements management process that was 
practiced within the company. In general, data gathered from the 
interviews will be used to find out: 
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♦ The state of practice of requirements management process that is 
practiced within ITA 

♦ The degree of requirements management process awareness among 
the employees 

♦ Employee’s feedback on the requirements management process 
that they are using 

 
As stated in section 2.2.1, the best results are obtained when many people 
with different roles are selected for interviews. However, to save time, the 
thesis project preferred to choose the people that were easy to reach and 
whose role related to the research area in some way. However, the 
objective was still to get opinions from as many as possible. 
In practice, this meant that the interviews were conducted with employees 
that had roles that in some way related to requirements management.  
 
The table below is showing the number of the people interviewed and their 
positions at the company: 

Position Number of persons  
Interviewed 

Product managers 1 
System architects  2 
Developer/Designers  5 
Configuration managers  3 
System management  2 
Test managers  1 
Quality coordinators  1 
Total 15  

 
First, some informal interviews were conducted according to the ‘informal 
conversational interview’ (Martella, R. C., Nelson, R., Marchand-
Martella, N. E) [5], approach i.e. by giving spontaneous questions when 
the situation allowed it. 
At a later stage, more structured interviews were conducted. The questions 
for these interviews were not developed according to a certain pattern; 
instead, the interviews were adapted individually for each employee 
depending on the roles and areas of expertise they had. This means that 
these interviews were structured according to the “general interview guide 
approach” (Martella, R. C., Nelson, R., Marchand-Martella, N. E) [5]. 
When following this approach, the interviews could be loosely designed to 
allow the employees to contribute with their thoughts without 
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manipulation by the questioner. This also enables broader qualitative 
results instead of directing the interviews into an area that the questioner 
selected subjectively. 
All interviews were face to face meetings of approximately one hour. 
Notes were taken during the interviews. 
 

2.3 Pitfalls/Threats 
When conducting the thesis project according to the roadmap above, a few 
aspects could have affected the validity of the results negatively. Common 
grouping of validity aspects in the literature is internal and external.  
According to Martella [5], internal validity should address the factors that 
could give faulty results while external validity should determine whether 
proper sample data or participants are used. 
 
The following sections discuss some pitfalls that were considered 
especially threatening for the validity of the valuations conducted in this 
thesis project. Threats mitigations are discussed in section 2.4. 

 
2.3.1 Erroneous data sources (documentation) 

ITA provided statistics in form of requirements specification documents, 
requirement definition documents and other project measurements. 
However, there was a risk that some of these data were not reliable 
(section 2.4.1). Most of the documents were not available in their right 
order and so it was hard to follow an orderly sequence of requirements 
engineering processes. The data reported in the documents were at times 
not coherent with the particular process they were meant to. The 
developers might not have reported the distribution of their efforts 
correctly, this mostly because of confusing activity definitions. 
 
Not all requirements engineering processes were recorded and the already 
recorded documents might not have been classified correctly. Due to 
erroneous classifications, it might require significant efforts to gather 
interpretable statistics from the documents (section 2.4.1). 

 
2.3.2 Subjectivism 

Although project statistics can support the gathered results, findings could 
also be based on people’s statements or evaluations, which might not 
always be very objective. Subjectivism could occur for the investigators, 
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the employees, and the researchers, whose opinions contribute to the 
results. When selecting research materials and people for interviews, it is 
hard to make selections that could be generalized and be considered valid 
for the entire ITA organization (section 2.4.1) “When conducting 
interviews, there is also a risk that the questions might be chosen in a way 
that makes the result biased, i.e. by choosing leading questions” [Kendall, 
K. E, Kendall, J. E] [4]. 
When interviewing employees at ITA, there might be a risk for not getting 
objective answers. The employees might exaggerate about the company to 
make it look better, or might just give answers that he or she thinks the 
questioner wants (section 2.4.2). 
 

 
2.3.3 Inability to validate theories 

 
It was hard to get information from all people that were involved in the 
projects since they did not have much time dedicated exclusively to the 
thesis project (section 2.4.2). This might have made our source of 
information narrow. 
 
One of the major risks with the interviews was that in most of the cases we 
were just taking notes as the interviewee was responding to the questions 
(section 2.4.2). The definite risk here was that because we were going to 
make the final analysis of the material after all the interviews were 
completed; we could forget what our notes were about and by that make a 
wrong interpretation of a note. 

 
Another risk was time-pressure during an interview. Since we would have 
liked to get answers on all questions, we could misinterpret the answer of 
the interviewee during the conversation and not notice it. The best way to 
avoid this situation is to let the interviewee read how you interpreted his or 
her answers (section 2.4.1).  Unfortunately this was not the case due to 
time limitations for both the interviewees and the thesis project duration. 
 
Some other major threats to the validity of the investigations were: 

 
♦ The workers at the company tended to be more keen and sensitive 

when we were around. Of course this would affect the way they 
handled their normal routines. 
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♦ At times, the people we interviewed delayed to volunteer the 

information that we would request for. This caused us at times to 
lag behind in our research. 

 
♦ We found it tricky with the management after interviewing them. 

The picture they would paint for the company was not well 
reflected from a physical observation on how software-engineering 
processes were being carried out. 

 
♦ The company requirements management documentation was not 

elaborate. Some key software engineering practices that ought to 
have been documented were missing. 

 
 

 
2.4 Data verification and correctness (Threats mitigation) 

The major challenge with this thesis project was not to find potential 
improvements. Instead, the major challenge was how to show that the 
improvements in the area of requirements management would 
substantially solve the current software development crisis at ITA and how 
to successfully migrate ITA into this effective requirements engineering 
process with minimum hassles. Therefore, the research needed not only to 
find appropriate improvements but also show how good the potential 
improvements were. 
 
Since the material that we got after conducting all interviews was the 
ground for the thesis analysis and conclusions, it was imperative that the 
information that the company employees were giving not be changed or 
somehow corrupted by misinterpretations. 
 
The following section shows how data correctness was ensured.  
 

2.4.1 Face to face meetings 
All the interviews were face-to-face meetings, so that we could re-ask the 
questions in case we were not sure about the answer of the interviewee. 
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2.4.2 Interview summaries 
After each interview was finished, an interview summary would be 
created, which would be based on the notes that were made during the 
interview. Since this summary was made just right after the interview, we 
hoped it would greatly reduce the chance of missing information or 
misinterpretations it. 
 
The following ways were used to protect data corruption: 
 

♦ After finishing the interview summary, a thorough review would 
ensue in order to find out if there was something in the answers 
that could have been misunderstood or if there was some 
information missing.  

 
♦ Where need be impromptu visits and interviews at ITA would be 

conducted in order to gain further clarifications. Only the 
management knew of our intended visit. We wanted to find them 
working normally so that we would get first-hand information on 
the company’s current state-of-practice in software engineering 
processes. 

 
♦ We made it our responsibility to motivate and encourage the 

workers to work on as usual and most of the tension was cleared. 
We made it clear that the results of the research were not to be 
used as a basis of personal evaluation. 

 
♦ Using observations on the software engineering processes in the 

area of requirements management, we were able to get a clearer 
picture of the state-of-practice of requirements management within 
the company. The person in-charge of requirements management 
also assisted with some information that was missing in the 
company’s documentation. 

 
♦ Since all the interviews were with the people who were working at 

the same department, we could crosscheck the information they 
gave us against each other. This gave us one more chance to verify 
the correctness of the information. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3 Findings from Case Study, Improvement 
Suggestions and Implementation 

 
Since this research is based on requirements management process within 
ITA, it is imperative to first gather the findings of the case study done at 
this company. The information gathered from this case study would enable 
us to objectively focus on the aspects of Effective Requirements 
Management process as raised by the case study statements.  
 
This section will also present literature suggestions, which relate directly 
to Effective Requirement Management process aspects found at ITA. 
These aspects will provide to the reader some practical information on the 
‘state-of-art’ techniques used for effective requirements management.  
 

3.1 Project results (Collection of statements from ITA) 
The purpose of collecting various statements from documentation and 
interviews done at ITA was to get a useful set of qualitative data as input 
to the selection of requirements management processes and improvements 
to focus on. 
 
Many employees stated that the development environment is complex, 
which exposes requirements management in ITA to several challenges. It 
was evident, e.g. by the examples discussed below from the interviews, 
that ITA RE processes leaves room for improvements. The weight of the 
inefficiency of software development was mostly felt within the area of 
requirements management process.  
 
The evaluations revealed that poor requirements management process at 
ITA meant that: 

♦ Delivery of systems whose requirements did not satisfy the 
customer. 

♦ Late delivery of systems due to extensions of  agreed upon 
development schedules  
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♦ To accommodate requirements change (which affected designs) 
from both the customers and the development team, high costs 
were incurred due to rework.  

 
ITA management readily agreed that the costs of these challenges in the 
long-term usually outweighed the short-term costs of introducing effective 
requirements management practice. 
 
Further evaluation of the case study results regarding requirements 
management process at ITA identified some specific challenging areas 
that needed some attention. These challenging areas facing ITA directly 
influenced the choice of improvements. The improvements were meant to 
enhance effective requirements management process. The identified 
problem areas were: 
 
1. Requirements change management 
The case study evaluations revealed that ITA had no established mode of 
handling requirements change. There was no formal way of dealing with 
requirements change. The management of ITA agreed that unless change 
management process was centrally harmonized, the company would 
plunge into more chaos. The management requested for the establishment 
of a special team to deal with all issues of requirements change. There was 
also a suggestion of a tool that would help in requirements change 
management.  
 
2. Requirements Traceability 
The case study evaluations clearly pointed out that there was a problem in 
requirements traceability. Due to ad-hoc requirements identification and 
lack of an effective tool to handle requirements, traceability of 
requirements process needed to be improved. The company management 
requested for an automated tool that would handle requirements 
traceability effectively.  
 
3. Requirements management database tool 
Most employees highlighted the database-based tool support for effective 
requirements management as the area that could be improved the most. 
The employees stated that improved database based tool and better 
knowledge on how to use the tool would greatly enhance effective 
requirements management process. Some employees mentioned 
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incomplete specifications for what requirements to store and lack of a 
standardized unique identification of the requirements as some of the 
reasons that made requirements management a nightmare. The employees 
admitted that they had little control on requirements management. A 
database requirements management tool and training on how to use the 
tool were requested. 
 
4. Requirements engineering process training 
Most of the employees agreed that they needed special training in 
requirements engineering processes as they largely depended on on-job 
acquired experience and intuition in their software development tasks. 
Lack of sound RE process training also greatly contributed to the 
challenges facing ITA. 
 
The following solution suggestions were given in order to mitigate the 
challenges within requirements management at ITA. 
 
Requirements change management:  
A special team (Change Control Team- CCT) should be created to 
exclusively manage all requirements change requests. All the customers 
requesting requirements change should duly fill in special requirements 
change request forms and they should be verified by the CCT.  A tool 
should also be provided for to ensure fast and consistent coordination of 
requirements change. This tool should be connected to the main 
requirements management tool. The established team should come up with 
elaborate change management policies (section 3.2).  
 
Requirements traceability:  
A tool based support to manage requirements traceability would help solve 
this problem. A traceability manual and traceability matrix would also be 
needed (section 3.3 and section 3.4). 
 
Requirements management database tool:  
ITA had a need for a database-based tool that can perform all needed 
requirements storage and unique identification of requirements without 
requiring too much work. The tool should be designed to incorporate 
requirements change and traceability processes (section 3.5 and section 
3.6). 
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Requirements engineering processes training:  

There was a general feeling that the introduction of new tools would 
require special training for optimum utilization of the same for effective 
requirements management. More exposure to the current RE state of art 
practice was needed (section 3.7). 
 
In the following sections, we discuss in detail the selected RE processes. 
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3.2 Change Management Policies 
3.2.1 Key benefit: To offer a set-up for methodically appraising customers’ or 
                                  developers’ change requests. 

 
3.2.2 Benefits 

 
♦ Since there was no elaborate method of handling requirements 

changes within ITA, well-defined change management policies 
would highly benefit ITA. It would clearly facilitate the 
formalization of changes proposal, analysis, and review. Accepted 
changes would then be implemented to create a new version of the 
requirements document as recommended by Sommerville 
[Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2].  

♦ With the development of a new and updated requirements 
document, ITA would be able to easily track and manage the status 
of all requirements. This would enable production of reports 
regarding the current status of each requirement. ITA would 
consequently be able to effectively manage and track requirements 
changes. 

♦ Since requirements changes would not be based on customers’ or 
developers’ influence but on laid down change policies, ITA would 
be able to effectively streamline change request issues as 
recommended by Sommerville [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] 
[2]. A fair and a just means of proposing requirements change 
would be established which would accord all the stakeholders 
equal opportunities of proposing changes. This would greatly 
benefit ITA.  

 
 

3.2.3 Situation at ITA 
 
There was no clear and elaborate mode of handling requirements change 
within ITA. This was pointed out to be one of the major challenges that 
ITA faced. The consequences of poor request change management process 
at ITA were: 

♦ Developers at ITA could hardly make changes to the system within 
budget and agreed upon schedule. The change requests were never 
communicated to the developers on time after being approved. 
This made the developers to continue building on un updated 
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requirements which made them do a lot of rework on the system to 
be able to fully capture and accommodate the requirements change. 
This inevitably delayed the system delivery period and skyrocketed 
the system’s development cost. 

♦ Decision objectivity was hard to achieve. There was no clear 
analysis of requirements change requests to evaluate their costs 
and benefits.  

♦ It was not guaranteed that the proposed requirements change 
supported the fundamental ITA goals.  This may cause low priority 
changes to be implemented depending on who had requested the 
change. 

♦ Since ITA does not have a defined set of change management 
policies, it was hard to guarantee a consistent approach to change 
management.  

♦ Conflicting design issues. The change requests did not first 
consider design constraints of the already existing requirements 
which further made the systems more complex and at times an 
impossible task. 

 
 

3.2.4 Improvement Suggestions 
 
Some employees thought that the requirements change process could be 
improved. Evaluations also revealed that there was no established mode of 
handling requirements change. The management of ITA agreed that unless 
this process was centrally harmonized, the company would plunge into 
more chaos, as there was no formal way of dealing with requirements 
change. The management requested for a special team to deal with all 
issues of requirements change. There was also a suggestion of a tool that 
would help in requirements change management. 
 
A special team (Change Control Team- CCT) should be created to 
exclusively manage all requirements change requests. All the customers or 
developers requesting for requirements change should duly formalize their 
change request, have their requests critically analyzed and verified by 
CCT before they can be implemented.  A tool should also be provided to 
ensure fast and consistent coordination of requirements change. This tool 
should be connected to the main requirements management tool. The 
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established team should come up with change management policies. In 
short, ITA should: 

♦ Create a Change Control team to manage all requirements change 
requests 

♦ Develop change management tool or incorporate requirements 
change management within the main database-based requirements 
management tool. 

♦ Avail more exposure and training on sound requirements 
engineering practices to the employees. More resources to this end 
should be made available. Special training on above mentioned 
tools and any other tool should be offered to all those involved in 
their use to enhance optimization of the tool use and to ensure 
effective requirements management within the company. 

 
Given that different change requests have different demands and 
implications on the system being developed, CCT should ensure that they 
critically address each change individually so as not to adversely affect the 
dependent requirements as noted by Kotonya [Kotonya, G., Sommerville, 
I.] [1].  
 
CCT should be empowered to accept or reject change requests depending 
on: 

♦ Validity of change request based on its impact on the entire system 
♦ Customer acceptance to the change request in order of preference 
♦ Change request cost and time 

 
ITA should integrate a change management control system within a 
requirements management database tool. This would facilitate the tracking 
of different versions of requirements and link the proposed changes with 
the initial requirement and any revision of that requirement.  Whenever a 
change is applied, the developers should not completely replace the old 
version of it, but should keep both with and without the change, so that 
both can be retrieved for later use. This kind of software versioning would 
bring the following benefits to ITA.  
♦ If a particular requirement change request would fail, ITA should be 

able to go back to a previous version and start again.  
♦ When a product has been delivered to a customer, or is being used in 

other ways, ITA can be able to re-construct an exactly identical copy 
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later, either for delivery to another customer, or in order to track down 
problems. 

 
The change control system should include major issues like:  
 
Title Description 
Request Enter the requirement(s) to be changed  
Date  Start-date, end-date 
Responsible Who is handling the request 
Status Accepted, rejected, progressing 
Comments Any necessary additional information  

 
For the purpose of this thesis project, a requirement change may hereby 
refer to any slight or great alteration applied on the initially agreed upon 
requirements. Any deviation from the originally set requirement may be 
deemed as requirement change. 
 

3.2.5 Implementation 
 
Creation of a Change Control Team (CCT)  
The members of the team are: 

♦ Product Manager 
♦ A Systems Engineer/Developer/Configuration Manager (CM) 
♦ A customer representative 

 
Roles and Responsibilities 
Product Manager  

♦ Head CCT. He/she is also responsible for: 
♦ Working with the customer to identify all change requests  
♦ Submitting the customer's or developer’s requirements change 

requests to CCT for impact analysis and validation  
♦ Communicating requirements impact back to concerned parties. 
♦ Negotiating requirements modification when needed and  
♦ Delivery of the requirement test Analysis Report to the customer  

 
Customer 
The customer may be the actual owner of the system being developed or 
the official representative of the would-be user and owner of the finished 
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software product. The customer can request for a requirement change. 
He/She must be consulted when any of the agreed upon requirements are 
to be changed or modified. The customer is responsible for paying for the 
requirements change.  
 
Configuration Manager (CM) 
The CM is responsible for: 

♦ Maintaining a matrix of all customer/developer approved 
requirements 

♦ Oversight of the requirements change control process 
♦ Applying changes to requirements matrix  
♦ Maintaining the requirements modification versions and their 

respective histories.  
 

Requirements change process  
Change Request instituted by the Customer  

♦ The Product Manager will receive request from the customer to 
modify a requirement. The Product Manager will present the 
request to the CCT for practicability and impact analysis.  

 
♦ Product Manager will inform the customer of requirement impact 

before modifications are implemented. Cost implications due to the 
requirements change shall also be conveyed to the customer. 

 
♦ CM will incorporate the approved requirement modification into 

the requirements tracking matrix, and add the modification request 
to the requirements management database.  

 
♦ The developing team plan when to implement requirement and 

communicate requirements change to development team 
 
Change Request instituted by Developers’ Team  

♦ Requirement modification requests must be presented to the CCT 
for analysis through the product manager.  

♦ If the CCT agrees to the modification request, the Product 
Manager will present the request to the customer.  

♦ If the customer approves the change, CM will incorporate the 
modification into the requirements tracking matrix and a record of 
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the change approval will be added to the requirements 
management database.  

♦ The developing team plan when to implement requirement and 
communicate requirements change to the development team 

 
A component to effectively handle requirements change request was 
developed and incorporated within the main requirements managing tool 
(See Appendix C).  
 

3.2.6 Costs and Problems 
 
Since ITA had no formal way of managing requirements changes, we had 
some resistance in introducing change management policies. Some 
employees felt that this was a nonessential overhead, which would 
increase the time needed to implement changes. We had to motivate the 
employees by emphasizing on the long-term benefits of change 
management policies as enumerated in the benefit section above. (section 
3.2.1 & 3.2.2) 
 
For ITA, it was not very hard to form the CCT team. Its members were 
readily available and no extra expenditure (e.g. salary) was expended on 
them. The level of difficult and the cost associated with the process of 
implementing a mature and effective change control policies within ITA 
could not be fully established within this thesis project due to time 
constraints as noted by Sommerville [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer] [2]. To 
fully justify the cost of implementing this process within ITA, it would 
require the implementation of the process in several projects. This was 
certainly out of the scope of this thesis project due to the time factor. The 
only known cost was the cost of designing change management control 
system within the requirements database management tool.    
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3.3 Requirements Traceability Policies 
3.3.1 Key benefit: ITA shall have overall consistency of requirements  

          traceability information.  
 

3.3.2 Benefits 
 

♦ Standardized traceability information for ITA. This would enable 
ITA have the same way of naming and representing all 
requirements within all ITA’s projects. This would in turn facilitate 
quick and easy access of requirements whenever required and 
incase of requirements change or modifications. As stated by 
Sommerville [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer] [2] CCT would “know 
what information is likely to be available and how it will be 
represented”. It would generally reduce the time taken to track 
each requirement and report on it. 

♦ Maintaining traceability policies means that ITA can control costs 
and avoid unnecessary expenditure by only collecting essential 
traceability information.  

♦ With well-defined traceability information policies, ITA can be 
able to incorporate these policies within the requirements 
management database tool.  This would make this process easy to 
manage and control. 

 
 

3.3.3 Situation at ITA 
 
Due to poor requirement identification and lack of effective tool to handle 
them, requirements traceability process needed to be improved. It was 
difficult to track most of the requirements and their associated dependants. 
The problem in this area had caused the company heavy loses in terms of 
time taken to find any given requirement and the associated costs.  
 
The case study evaluations revealed that ITA was using a word processor 
to manage its requirements. The case study further revealed that when 
using normal text documents to describe and order the requirements, ITA 
would face some challenges if and when changes were performed. When 
software developers have their own copy of the requirements specification 
and when one of them makes changes to the document, inconsistencies 
may occur. The others who are also working with the same document 
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might not be notified of the change and they may use outdated versions of 
the requirements specification. 
 
At ITA there are no clear or elaborate requirements traceability policies. 
Every product manager usually handles all the requirements issues 
according to their experience and intuition during their tenure. This mostly 
posed a problem when these product managers resigned or ceased to work 
for the company altogether. The subsequent product managers would start 
from scratch to come up with their traceability management policies which 
consumed a lot of time and money. Though this was not a major 
challenge, the situation would have deteriorated with the growth of ITA. 
 

  3.3.4 Improvement Suggestions 
 
The case study evaluations clearly pointed out that there was a problem 
with requirements traceability. The employees admitted that this had 
always been a major area of concern. The company management also 
requested for an automated tool that would handle effective management 
of requirements traceability.  
 
It is necessary for ITA to first identify the information that they need to 
keep in their database for every requirement and consequently device a 
clear format for their representation as Sommerville [Sommerville, I., and 
Sawyer] [2] advices.  This would avoid wasting storage space with data 
which may not be helpful and thus reduce the cost of maintaining and 
processing high quality traceability information.  
 
ITA should carefully establish the impact of various requirements on each 
other as Sommerville [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer] [2] recommends. The 
level of requirements dependence on other requirements should be clearly 
captured in the traceability information. This would greatly enable CCT 
(section 3.2) make a quick and informed decision while analyzing and 
validating requirements change. ITA could adopt the recommendation of 
[Sommerville, I., and Sawyer] [2] regarding some prominent properties 
that a requirement should portray to be considered traceable. The 
properties are:  

♦ Origin:  Who suggested the requirement? 
♦ Reason: Why does the requirement exist? 
♦ Dependence: What requirements are related to it and  
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♦ Interrelationships: How that requirement relates to other 
information such as systems designs, implementations and user 
documentation.  

ITA should also maintain the evolvements of the requirement since it may 
assist in tracking the history of the requirement. 
 
ITA should have requirements traceability information regarding the 
above issues at all phases within all its projects during software 
development. This would therefore imply that ITA should: 

♦ Create requirements traceability policies 
♦ Create and develop traceability manuals 
♦ Create a requirements traceability tool or incorporate requirements 

traceability functionalities within the main requirements 
management tool (Refer to Appendix D). 

♦ Avail more exposure and training on sound requirements 
engineering practices to the employees. More resources to this end 
should be made available. Special training on above mentioned 
tools and any other tool should be offered to all those involved in 
their use to enhance optimization of the tool use and to ensure 
effective requirements management within the company. 

 
 

3.3.5 Implementation 
 
According to [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2], “Several months of 
calendar time may be needed for consultation, and significant effort is 
required to ensure that high-quality policies are defined and reviewed”  
 
Due to the issue of time as echoed by [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] 
[2] above, this thesis research could only recommend the inclusion of 
traceability information within the database tool, i.e. ITA should 
incorporate requirements traceability functionalities within the main 
requirements management tool. This automation should only involve 
ITA’s traceability information, which strictly must be used. ITA should 
strive to document the most needed traceability policies from its general 
organizational policies. 
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3.3.6 Costs and Problems 
 
Since time constraint could not allow us to implement requirements 
traceability policies within ITA, we could only offer recommendations to 
the ITA management on some costs and challenges implications that may 
arise while implementing this process. 
 
For ITA, the costs of implementing traceability information would be 
dependent on the “specific traceability policies and on the number of 
requirements for its systems” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. The 
costs of maintaining requirements traceability would increase according to 
the number of requirements to be maintained [1,2]. The complexity of any 
given software project would also increase the cost of maintaining 
traceability of requirements. Since ITA is a medium sized company, then 
the costs of implementing fairly comprehensive requirements traceability 
policies would be moderate.  
 
The main problem that ITA would most likely encounter would be to 
convince the developers about the benefits of procedures since they would 
mostly be concerned with immediate results.  One of the ways to mitigate 
this challenge would stress on the long-term benefits of traceability 
information (section 3.3.2) and convince the people of the benefits of 
maintaining this information [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. 
 
It may be very difficult to totally know in advance all the traceability 
information that ITA might require and hence the temptation to keep 
analysis of even information that might never be used. This may have 
extra cost implication. 
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3.4 Traceability Manual 
3.4.1 Key benefit: Provision of a centralized documentation of all traceability  

          information for all projects within ITA. 
  

 
3.4.2 Benefits 

 
♦ Quick access to helpful requirements traceability guidelines and 

standards: The traceability manual will enable all project team 
members to easily find the specific traceability policies for their 
specific project. 

♦ It will be easy for ITA to find and update traceability information 
since a “traceability manual keeps all traceability information in 
one place” Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. This will greatly 
avoid time wasting and thus save on costs expended on this 
process. ITA will be able to work with the most recently updated 
requirements and so errors will be greatly reduced. This will 
significantly reduce future rework. 

♦ Through the traceability manual, ITA will be able to make 
available the specific traceability policies used in a project to all 
project members. This will avoid confusion among project 
members as it will be clear as to what to do, how to do it, why do 
it, when to do it, etc. for every requirement. 

 
 

3.4.3 Situation at ITA 
 
There is no requirements traceability manual. ITA maintained its 
requirements documents on paper. This had its own implications i.e.  

♦ Since the documents were being maintained on paper, there was 
always a breakdown between changes made to the paper document 
and the actual project document, which is used by the engineers 
maintaining the system requirements. This then meant that mostly, 
erroneous products were delivered or a lot of product rework was 
necessary for the product to be right. 

♦ Most out-of-date information was being used which usually 
resulted in errors and misunderstandings between the parties 
concerned. 
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3.4.4 Improvement Suggestions 

 
ITA system developers should use a traceability manual because of its 
benefits as outlined above (section 3.4.2). As noted by Sommerville “ a 
traceability manual supplements the requirements document, which 
includes the specific traceability policies used in a project and all 
requirements traceability information.” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  
[2]. 
 
Sommerville defines the traceability manual as “a central record of the 
traceability policies for a specific project and all of the relevant 
traceability information” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  [2]. ITA’s 
general traceability policies (section 3.3) should be specialized to take into 
account the characteristics of the project.  
 
“The traceability manual should normally be developed incrementally as 
the system is specified, designed and implemented” [Sommerville, I., and 
Sawyer, P.]  [2]. This may take some time and ITA should not rush this 
process. 
 
For ITA to objectively depend on traceability information it collects, the 
information must be regularly updated. “If the document is maintained on 
paper, there will always be a lag between changes made to the paper 
document and the document, which is used by the engineers maintaining 
the requirements and/or the system. If a document exists on paper, there is 
always a temptation to use this, even if it is out-of-date. This often results 
in errors or misunderstandings.” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  [2]. 
This was mostly the case at ITA! It must be avoided. 
 
We strongly recommend that the traceability manual should be 
implemented as a networked electronic document rather than as a paper 
document. When traceability information is required, the document is 
either consulted on-screen or the relevant sections of the document are 
printed. This is because ITA is rapidly growing and expanding which 
mean that it must be networked for effective requirements management 
and less access time for the needed information. 
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To ensure that the traceability manual is kept up-to-date, ITA should 
assign someone to be the traceability manual manager. He/she should 
work with system developers to ensure that changes to the system 
requirements have been incorporated in the traceability manual and should 
review and update traceability policies. The traceability manual manager 
should also be responsible following up deviations from traceability 
policies and ensuring that the required information is subsequently added 
to the traceability manual. 
 
ITA should avail more exposure and training on sound requirements 
engineering practices to the employees. More resources to this end should 
be made available. Special training on above mentioned tools and any 
other tool should be offered to all those involved in their use to enhance 
optimization of the tool use and to ensure effective requirements 
management within the company. 
 
 

3.4.5 Implementation 
 
One of the system developers was appointed as a traceability manual 
manager (TMM). His duties and responsibilities are: 

♦ Work with system developers to ensure that changes to the system 
requirements have been incorporated in the traceability manual. 

♦ Review and update traceability policies.  
♦ Follow up deviations from traceability policies and ensure that the 

required information is subsequently added to the traceability 
manual. 

♦ Incorporate the traceability manual information within the 
requirements database tool (see Appendix D). 

 
Having maintained requirements in a database (section 3.5/6), the 
requirements database should be designed to include traceability 
information. With each requirement in the database, TMM should include 
at least two fields for traceability information. These should be filled in 
with references to other requirements, which the requirements depend on, 
and with the references to requirements, which are dependent on that 
requirement. To maintain other types of traceability, TMM must include 
database fields to record information about each different type of 
relationship.  
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See Appendix D 
 
 

3.4.6 Costs and Problems 
 
The following are costs and challenges that ITA should keenly consider 
when implementing a traceability manual. 
 
Implementing requirements traceability policies in ITA would greatly 
reduce the costs of introducing requirements traceability manual 
[Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. The cost of implementing this 
process would greatly depend on the number of requirements being 
maintained within the requirements traceability manual [Sommerville, I., 
and Sawyer, P.] [2]. Since ITA is not currently managing a lot of 
requirements, the cost of maintaining a traceability manual may not be 
high. 
 
The challenge of maintaining up-to-date requirements traceability manual 
may pose a problem to ITA. According to Sommerville and Sawyer 
“When people are working under pressure to make system requirements 
changes, they will forget to make amendments to the traceability manual, 
as these are not critical for the change to be made to the system. There is 
always a temptation to deviate from traceability policies because of the 
need to deliver on schedule. If this happens in an uncontrolled way, the 
traceability manual will rapidly, become useless” [Sommerville, I., and 
Sawyer, P.]  [2]. Since traceability manual has already been incorporated 
into the central requirements management tool (see Appendix D), updating 
the traceability repository may not be a big problem. These challenges are 
manageable and should not deter ITA from implementing this process. 
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3.5  Uniquely Identify Each Requirement 
 

3.51  Key benefit: Unique identification of every requirement  
 

3.5.2 Benefits 
 

♦ ITA can reference each requirement within the entire system 
uniquely with ease and quickly.  

♦ ITA can create traceability tables using unique identifiers  
♦ ITA can use the unique identifier as the primary key, which can 

further be used to refer to requirements within the database 
uniquely.  

♦ ITA can use the requirement’s unique identifier to connect to other 
versions of the requirements, which have been changed or 
modified. 

 
 

3.5.3 Situation at ITA 
 
The company was first manually recording the requirements according to 
intuition, experience and convenience of the incumbent product manager. 
At the time of this research, ITA was using a word processor. 
Requirements were identified depending on chapter number and section of 
the requirements document where the requirement is included. The main 
challenge that ITA experienced as a result of this requirements 
identification style were: 

♦ No direct requirements referencing i.e. the developers could hardly 
refer to requirements in other areas of the requirements 
specification document. After collecting a requirement, the 
developers could not exactly know where it would be recorded in 
the requirements specification document. They could not assign it 
a unique identifier until another new version of the requirements 
specification document was released.  

♦ Slow processing of requirements due to requirements renumbering 
whenever new requirements were introduced. This meant extra 
expenditure 

♦ Requirements confusion: Assigning an identifier based on chapter 
and section numbers positions the requirement in a classification 
structure. Document readers may be misled into thinking that there 
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are no other important relationships between that requirement 
elsewhere in the document. 

♦ Inflexibility of requirements specification document i.e. the 
developers were unwilling to accommodate any new requirements 
after the initial requirements specification was created due to the 
heavy amount of rework that had to be done on the document. This 
meant that they could at times develop software products that were 
not satisfactory to the customer. 

 
 

3.5.4 Improvement Suggestions 
 
When asking about areas that needed improvements, most employees 
highlighted the database-based tool support for effective requirements 
management as the area that could be improved the most. The employees 
stated that improved database based tool and better knowledge on how to 
use the tool would greatly enhance effective requirements management 
process. Some employees mentioned incomplete specifications for what 
requirements to store and lack of a standardized unique identification of 
the requirements as some of the reasons that made requirements 
management a nightmare. The employees admitted that they had little 
control on requirements management. Once again, better tools and training 
on existing tools were requested. 
 
ITA has a need for a database-based tool that can perform all needed 
requirements storage and unique identification of requirements without 
requiring too much work. “An essential pre-requisite for effective 
requirements management is that every requirement must have some kind 
of unique identification.” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  [2].  
 
As stated in current state-of-art literature e.g. Sommerville [1,2], it is 
possible to automate most parts in the effective requirement process within 
ITA. Some of the object-oriented techniques that such literature covers 
might be useful to introduce. 
 
ITA should establish a clear and elaborate requirements numbering and 
identification strategy. This requirements definition strategy should be 
adopted in all ITA’s projects in an attempt to acquire institutionalization 
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and standardization of requirements naming and identification in the 
organization. 
 

3.5.5  Implementation 
 
A requirements naming and unique identification strategy was adopted 
within ITA that was to span across all ITA’s projects. The naming system 
was to reflect the following issues: 

• Name of the project e.g. POS 
• Number of the requirement e.g. 001 

 
A complete requirements identification name would for example be like 
POS001, to mean that this is the first requirement for a Point of Sale 
(POS) software project. 
 
If any requirements needed any further subdivision, it would be appended 
with alphabets in their chronological order e.g. POS001a, POS001b etc.  
 
A requirements database management tool was designed (see Appendix 
B), within which requirements could be uniquely identified and where the 
above recommendations would be implemented.   
 
 

 
3.5.6 Costs and Problems 

 
Introducing and implementing this process is not expensive. The only 
costs involved in this process are the costs of establishing requirements 
definition and numbering strategy. When introducing this process, 
minimal extra costs will always be incurred when there is requirements 
renumbering due to any requirements change. Since ITA will have all its 
requirements stored and maintained in a requirements database tool (see 
Appendix B) which has automatic requirements renumbering (indexing) 
and requirements organization (sorting), the cost of requirements 
renumbering and effective reorganization will be insignificant.  
 
A problem would only be anticipated when the tool malfunctions. The 
remedy here would be constant database support. 
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3.6 Using a Database to Manage Requirements 
 

3.6.1 Key benefit: Increased ability for ITA to quickly and easily manage and 
         control large amounts of requirements. 

 
3.6.2 Benefits 

 
♦ ITA shall be able to store all its requirements information in a 

centralized location, which would make requirements 
administration easier. Any future reference to any requirements 
shall be possible with ease. 

♦ ITA shall be able to uniquely identify each requirement, which will 
help avoid information inconsistencies and confusion. 

♦ With a centralized database tool, ITA will be able to enforce 
organizational wide policies, which will enhance requirements 
integrity. 

♦ ITA shall be able to obtain detailed requirements reports from 
searching the database. Abstract reports may be available also 
depending on the search criteria used. 

♦ ITA requirements information can be well organized and sorted 
according to any desired order which will make requirements 
retrieval, presentation and management easy. 

♦ ITA shall be able to maintain requirements information links from 
requirements specifications, design and implementation for the 
entire system.  

♦ ITA would have ability to objectively track requirements’ 
development progress and hence make objective decision that 
would affect those requirements e.g. when making any changes.  

♦ ITA will benefit from requirements backup, integrity and security 
facilities offered by the database tool.  

 
 

3.6.3 Situation at ITA 
 
ITA does not have database-based requirements management tool. The 
only requirements management tool that ITA has is only a word processor 
(section 3.5.3). This tool does not provide complete possibilities for 
storing all the requirements and uniquely identifying them, which makes it 
impossible to manage the requirements. 
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3.6.4 Improvement Suggestions 
 
ITA has a need for a database-based tool that can perform all needed 
requirements storage and unique identification of requirements without 
requiring too much work. With a database management tool, it is possible 
for ITA to automate most processes within the requirements management 
process. Other improvement suggestions are:  

♦ Allocate resources for a database-based tool development 
♦ Adopt a company wide standard of uniquely identifying all the 

requirements (section 3.5.5) 
♦ Make requirements specifications cover all functionality and store 

them in a centralized database 
♦ Use this tool to manage all requirements and clearly keep a record 

of all changes made on the requirements 
♦ Allocate training resources for the tool to realize optimum 

utilization of the tool for effective requirement management. 
 
Jianxin’s [6] idea for a database management tool would greatly help ITA 
migrate into an effective requirements management process with 
minimum hassles. Jianxin argues that “Requirements management 
automation will facilitate a more structured product development process, 
and a more effective integration of humans and machines that reduces 
product development costs and cycle time while improving product 
quality” [Jianxin, Mitchell] [6]. As ITA reviews and enhances its product 
development processes, it will increasingly require various types of 
automated requirement management capabilities. This is why, it is 
imperative to as recommended by Jianxin, “explore requirement 
management methodologies and develop computer tools to support 
requirements management automation” [Jianxin, Mitchell] [6].  
 
ITA should use lower-cost PC database systems [Sommerville, I., and 
Sawyer, P.]  [2], since its current requirements population is not so large. 
To enhance requirements security issues, the requirements database must 
provide shared access and access control to the requirements. 
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As ITA grows a large requirements database, it may require a full time 
database administrator. Since ITA has never used this database tool 
before, some data administration will be required. The data administrator 
must set up and manage the database schema. He or she should also be 
responsible for executing backup and recovery procedures and providing 
support to data users.  
 
ITA should strive to establish and implement a database system so that 
they may benefit from its enormous strengths as recommended by 
Sommerville and Sawyer [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  [2]. 

 
 

3.6.5 Implementation 
 
Creation of a data administration manager position within ITA. His/her 
duties are: 

♦ Setting up and managing a database schema.  
♦ Maintaining system security and setting user access rights 
♦ Perform requirements backup and recovery procedures  
♦ Providing support to data users.  

 
To implement a requirements management database tool at ITA several 
considerations were made as they influenced the choice of the design of 
the requirements management database tool. (See Appendix B) 

 
 

3.6.6 Costs and Problems  
 
There is a significant cost involved in setting up a requirement database 
tool and putting procedures in place to ensure that it is optimally used. 
Since this database tool for ITA is a special-purpose tool, it has a high 
capital and training costs to put it into use. The database tool costs include 
database design, administration and data entry (entering the requirements 
in the database). These costs are proportional to the number of 
requirements to be managed. 
 
To avoid the challenge of “retrofitting” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  
[2], traceability links should be incorporated into the database schema 
right from the beginning. 
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One of the challenges to deal with is that ITA will not realize the recovery 
of its tool investment costs from the first project. ITA could “possibly reap 
the benefits of this process after the tool is used in several projects” 
[Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  [2]. 
 
The unwillingness of “requirements document readers to use the database 
directly” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  [2] may pose another major 
problem with the database tool. Procedures (section 3.7) for 
“automatically creating the requirements document from information in 
the database” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  [2], should be put in place 
to be able to overcome this challenge. 
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3.7  Requirements Management Policies 
 

3.7.1 Key benefit: Offer effective centralized control and direction for 
          requirements management process within ITA. 

 
3.7.2 Benefits 

 
♦ Avoid confusion: This is because all the people within ITA shall 

clearly be aware of what to do, who to do it, how to do it, reasons 
for doing it etc. as they manage requirements. 

♦ “With explicit policies, there is less dependence on individual 
knowledge and expertise” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.]  [2].  
This has been a crisis area at ITA since it has been depending on 
incumbent project manager’s knowledge and intuition. If the 
manager is wrong, then the entire ITA goes wrong.  Requirements 
management policies will eventually solve this problem and thus 
be of great benefit to ITA. 

 
 

3.7.3 Situation at ITA 
 
There were no clear or well-defined policies for requirements 
management. ITA depended on the individual knowledge and expertise of 
the incumbent product manager. Most project managers had already left 
the company and had left some policies half-done. This called for a 
rework whenever a new project manager came into office. In general, this 
has consumed lots of ITA resources in terms of time and money. There 
was a great deal of confusion in software development as it was explicitly 
not clear what the developers were expected to do and why they should it.  
 

3.7.4 Improvement Suggestions 
 
As a focus into this process, it is necessary to clearly understand the main 
challenges that ITA had in its requirements management process. The case 
study evaluations revealed the main challenging areas (Chapter 2) which 
should then become the main focus of the process of defining effective 
requirements management policies. 
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“Requirements management policies define goals for requirements 
management, the procedures, which should be followed, and the 
standards, which should be used” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. 
As rightly stated by Sommerville, ITA should clearly outline its goals, 
procedures (e.g. ensuring that there is automatic creation of the 
requirements document from information in the database or processing 
database information to generate the requirements in a standard word 
processor format as recommended by Sommerville and Sawyer 
[Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]) to be used to achieve these goals 
and the standards that it should use to enforce these procedures. 
  
ITA should have a mechanism of ascertaining that policies are well 
followed.  
 
In this thesis research, time was not enough and so what we have given 
here as improvement suggestions is just a recommendation based on the 
current state-of-art literature in the area of requirements management.  
 
According to Sommerville [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2], (Which 
we think may be very helpful in migrating ITA into an effective 
requirements management process) some of the general requirements 
management policies that ITA may adopt are: 

♦ Requirements change management and control policies 
♦ Traceability policies (section 3.3) 
♦ The standards for requirements documents and descriptions 
♦ Requirements review and validation policies 
♦ Relationships between requirements management and other system 

engineering and project planning activities 
♦ Requirements policies exemption criteria and their administration. 

 
As rightly recommended by Sommerville, ITA should introduce these 
requirements management policies progressively and only update them 
after ITA has “gained practical experience of their application in 
requirements management” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. 
 
ITA should build requirements management policies, which are highly 
flexible to be able to accommodate any future policy changes. This then 
means that ITA should not rush this process. The requirements 
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management policies should be developed to take care of some inevitable 
exception that might require that strict requirements management policies 
should not be adhered to (e.g. if some urgent change is needed to allow the 
product being developed to be on time and within budget). “The 
requirements management policy should suggest how to maintain 
information, which can eventually be used to update the requirements, 
which are being managed” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. 
 
 

3.7.5 Implementation 
 
Due to time pressure in this thesis research project, only recommendations 
were given as indicated above. Coming up with ITA-wide requirements 
management policies may really take time and must be totally in harmony 
with the company’s policies. We however made it clear (refer to the 
benefits section 3.7.2) that this process would highly benefit ITA and 
cause it to migrate into an effective requirements management process 
with minimal hassles. 
 
 

3.7.6 Costs and Problems 
 
For this process to be fully realized and operation within ITA, it may take 
some time. Sommerville claims that “It may take several months of effort 
and at least a year of calendar time to establish a coherent set of 
requirements management policies. An organization must consult with 
those involved in the requirements engineering process, propose, review 
and amend policies then introduce a dissemination and training program to 
ensure that people are aware of the policies and know how to apply them” 
[Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. This may pose some challenge for 
ITA, as it has never introduced this process before. 
 
ITA’s employees may not give this process a priority in their development 
plan “particularly those not directly involved in requirements engineering” 
[Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. While implementing requirements 
management policy, some resistance might come from the people who feel 
that “this is not their responsibility” [Sommerville, I., and Sawyer, P.] [2]. 
This might hinder and slow down the establishment of requirements 
management policy within ITA.  
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Due to time pressure, we could not implement this process within ITA. 
This then means that a further work in this area within ITA is needed so as 
to justify the above improvements and suggestions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis project investigated whether it is possible to migrate ITA into 
an effective requirements management process with minimum hassles or 
not. As described in the next section, the investigations gave results 
showing possibilities for introducing and migrating ITA into an effective 
requirements management process with minimum hassles. Section 4.1 
attempts to validate the findings and assumptions that the second chapter 
in this report presented. 
 

4.1  Summary of findings 
From the project results, it is possible to validate the hypotheses as 
follows: 
The requirements management process at ITA is a major software 
development problem because… 
…there is a lack of controlled requirements change management: 
The evaluation at ITA verified the lack of effective requirements change 
request management (section 3.2, 3.7). There was no clear and elaborate 
mode of handling requirements change within ITA. This was pointed out 
to be one of the major challenges that ITA faced. There was no tool 
support for this process either. 
…there is a lack of controlled requirements traceability: 
Due to poor requirement identification (section 3.5) and lack of effective 
tool to handle them, requirements traceability process needed to be 
improved (section 3.3).  It was difficult to track most of the requirements 
and their associated dependants. The problem in this area had caused the 
company heavy loses in terms of time taken to find any given requirement 
and the associated costs.  
…there lacks an effective requirements management tool: 
According to the evaluation results, the current requirements management 
tool was not as efficient as it should be (section 3.5, 3.6, 3.7). Since both 
the evaluation and the literature stated that poor requirements management 
highly contributed to high cost overruns, it was obvious that software 
development process at ITA was more expensive than it should be.  
Systems whose requirements do not satisfy the customer were delivered, 
systems development schedules were mostly extended and high costs were 
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incurred for rework of the design and implementation to accommodate 
requirements changes. The costs of these problems in the long-term 
usually outweigh the short-term costs of introducing effective 
requirements management practice. 
 
It is possible to migrate ITA into effective requirements management 
process with minimum hassles by… 
 
…using an elaborate and well defined requirements change 
management process and by use of Change Control Team (section 
3.2): Establishment of CCT would provide a consistent process for 
analysing, documenting, and changing the system requirements allocated 
to software (Section 3.2). 
 
… introducing tool support for requirements traceability process: 
Introducing this tool would ensure the traceability of lifecycle activities 
(design, testing, etc.) to the requirements (section 3.3, 3.4, 3.6). 
 
….using a database requirements management tool: 
This would facilitate the establishment of baseline system requirements 
from which to develop and control the software projects (Section 3.6). 
 
…introducing requirements engineering process training and 
exposure: 
This would avail more exposure and training on sound requirements 
engineering practices (section 3.5, 3.7) to the employees. More resources 
to this end should be made available (section 3.5, 3.7). Special training on 
the above mentioned tools (section 3.6) and any other tool to be offered to 
all those involved in their use to enhance optimization of the tool-use and 
to ensure effective requirements management within ITA. 
 
As a concluding note, there is lack of effective requirements management 
process within ITA. These improvements recommendations addresses the 
‘practice’ side of this problem, providing an overview and autopsy of 
processes involved in the management of requirements within ITA. Our 
approach is directed particularly towards ITA Company. We have selected 
and used appropriate practices for selected processes within ITA. We are 
conscious that developing a set of ‘best’ RE practices involves trial and 
validation across a variety of domains and organizations. From this 
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perspective, the processes we have proposed and implemented in these 
improvement recommendations are specifically for ITA. We would seek 
to evaluate these ideas in different contexts on an on-going basis for our 
findings to be applicable across many organizations. Anyhow, we believe 
that our effort through this Masters thesis of migrating ITA into an 
effective requirements management process with minimum hassles was a 
great success for the ITA Company. 
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APPENDIX A 

Case Study AT ITA 
The interview Questions and Answers 
This section contains the summary of questions and answers from the 
interviews at ITA. Due to the tight schedule of the interviewees, we didn't 
have enough time to get answers on all of the questions, but the 
information we got was enough. Because of this, the interview may lack a 
natural flow because we had to jump between the questions to get the most 
important information from the manager. 

 
1. Who are your customers and are your customers the end users of your 
products? 
 
Information Technology Associate’s customers are mostly corporate 
organizations like Breweries, NSSF, Kencell etc. Our customers are 
mostly the end users of our products. 

  
2. Does your customers provide ITA with requirement specifications 
when a product is to be developed? How does this procedure look like? 
 
Information Technology Associate’s systems analyst together with the 
developers collect technical information from our customers and make a 
road map of what they think these companies will be interested in the 
future regarding the product functionality and end users needs. 
 
The road map is then broken down into different areas regarding the 
current technology and its place and time. After this breakdown has been 
done, a survey is conducted among the customers to see which areas the 
customers are most interested in and which one has the highest priority. 
These areas are then broken down in their turn into projects by the 
developers. These projects make use of high-level use cases of these areas.  
 
The high-level use cases are sent to the customers for validation and 
feedback. If the validation process is successful the project starts the 
development. Low-level use cases and requirements are then constructed 
out of the validated high-level use cases. At the same time as the 
requirement specification is produced, some experimental implementation 
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is carried out in parallel with this activity to ensure that the requirements 
are possible to implement. 

 
3. How do you store your requirements? 
 
As at now, this process is not so elaborate. Product requirements are 
usually recorded in special printed paper forms, which are filled in 
conjunction with the users and then the requirements details are 
transferred to word processor for storage. This has posed such a great 
problem and we would wish to address this issue the soonest.  We would 
to have a better tool to effectively handle requirements storage for better 
and effective management. 

 
4. What procedures are there if the developers find fuzzy requirements 
or other requirements that have to be changed in the requirements 
specification? 
 
The product manager at ITA discusses specific requirements with the 
customer. The customer at times may contact one of our developers and 
suggest the change. We must agree that this issue has been handled 
haphazardly so far. If a requirement is to be changed, the customer just 
explains his request to either the product manager or to the one of the 
developers. A meeting between the product manager and the developer is 
arranged and the change request impact analysis is conducted. The product 
manager either approves the change or disapproves it. When approved the 
developers implement the change request.  
 
5. In case your customers aren’t the end users, do you have any contact 
with them? 

 
ITA contacts the end users and works with them in different target groups. 
Information Technology Associates tries out product concepts on target 
groups before they bring the features into final development. ITA let them 
try out different prototypes and observe usage.  
 
 
6. How do you trace the requirements and how are changes to 
requirements managed? 
 
This has been a major area of concern. Currently we are using a word 
processor to handle requirements management. When using normal text 
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documents to describe and order the requirements you get problems when 
changes are performed. When software developers have their own copy of 
the requirements specification and one of them makes changes to the 
document, inconsistencies occur. The others who are also working with 
the same document might not be notified of the change and they may use 
outdated versions of the requirements specification.  
 
7. How do you validate the requirements? Do you use Prototypes or 
models? 
 
Validation of requirements is done in consultation with customers through 
the use of prototypes and other design models. Special consultative 
schedules are set right from the beginning of the project where the 
customer must certify their satisfaction with the requirements before 
proceeding to the next phase of development. Requirements validation is 
also done through the use of high-level use cases. 
  
8. Do you have any special division that work just with requirements? 
 
ITA has not setup a special division to work exclusively with 
requirements. The software developers are the ones that are in-charge of 
requirements management. A group of several developers deal with a 
particular project at a time and they manage all the requirements that relate 
directly with that project. The requirements group for a project consists of 
two to three persons.  

 
9. Do you think that lack of requirement engineering processes training  
might have affected your current requirement management processes? 

 
We think that lack of proper skills in the area of requirement engineering 
might have contributed to current crisis we have in requirement 
management. Most of our developers rely on their experience and intuition 
in managing requirements. A formal and well-coordinated training is 
really needed to make use of effective requirement management process. 
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APPENDIX B 

Requirements Management Tool 
 
To implement a requirements management database tool at ITA the 
following considerations were made as they influenced the choice of the 
design of the requirements management database tool. These issues were: 

 
1. Requirements expression: This involved such issues as the: 
♦ Use of mathematical expressions, natural language, graphical 

models, etc. e.g. POS001  
♦ Storage of additional information e.g. photographs, text etc. as part 

of the requirements explanation.  
 

2. Number of requirements to manage: This involved deciding the 
number of requirements that ITA should manage. This enabled the 
making of the decision whether to use a simple relational database 
(e.g. Microsoft Access) or Oracle (for large amounts of data). Since 
ITA is a small medium-sized company, a commercial PC database 
(Microsoft Access) was appropriate.   
 
3. The Programming Language to use: The language used in 
developing this tool is Microsoft Visual Basic due to its object 
orientation nature. Having used Microsoft products before, ITA 
software developers found the language more friendly and easy to 
learn. This made the tool popular. 
  
4. Who develops the requirements: ITA is centralized in Nairobi and 
so the developing team is located at the same site. A local area 
network is anyhow very necessary. A connection to the Internet was 
very crucial so as to immediately and automatically send the change 
request forms to the relevant software developers. 
 
5. Availability of a database for software engineering support: ITA 
had no database for software engineering support and consequently 
there were no company policies as to the use of the database 
information. 
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6. Availability of database expertise within ITA: One of the 
requirements engineers would be responsible for database 
administration. The person had to be trained first to be able to 
effectively handle the duties and responsibilities of database 
administration.  

 
In the following section, we present some representative components of 
the requirements management tool 
 
The first screen layout for the requirements management tool 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After this screen shown below appears. This security check screen 
authenticates all the system users of various levels ranging from 
administrators to the developers. The authentication is through a 
username, password and the group category that the user belongs to. The 
security check should log the user off if more than twenty seconds is taken 
trying to log in. 
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Security Check Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
The security check allows you to select the entry level depending on the 
service that you want performed by the requirements management tool. 
 
Requirements management tool showing menu details 
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This part of the tool allows you to see the menu pull down and 
consequently allows you to select the task that you would want to 
accomplish.  
 
Projects Managing component of the Requirements management tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This component above allows you manage details about various projects 
that ITA Company deals with. 
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Requirements analysis component 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This component allows you to record and store project requirements.
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APPENDIX C 

Requirements Change Management Component 
  

Change Request Form 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
This screen layout should only be accessible to the change requests 
manager. The manager keys in the appropriate username, password and 
the Internet Protocol (IP) address to enable him/her log into this change 
form. When this is done successfully, the system leads him to the form so 
that he can fill the change request details and the send the form 
electronically to the relevant software developer to implement the request. 
The manager access this form after the Change Control Team (CCT) has 
thoroughly analysed and approved the requirements change request. The 
change request form is shown below in the next page. 
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Change Request Design detail Form 
 SCR Number  
Submitted by:  Date:         /       /  
Project 
Name/Abbreviati
on 

   

Software 
Program/Document Name: 

   

Version/Revision    
SCR Type:  (1- Development, 2 - Problem, 3 - Enhancement) 
Short Task Description: 
 
 
 
Detail Description 
 
 
Submitter’s Priority 
[…] 

1 = High    2 = Medium    3 = Low  

CCT Action:  CCT Priority […………….] 
Assigned to:  Target Release 

Date 
 

Solution Comments: 
 
 
 
Other Affected Software Configuration Items: 
 
 
 
Project 
Manager 
Approval 

 Date:     
       /        / 
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Change Request Authorization Form 
 SCA Number:  
 Sheet Number: 1 
Submitter:  System:  Date     /    / Time:     /    / 00:00:00 
 
Product Version ID:  Computer 

Name 
 

  
Input 
Names 

Release 
Names 

Module 
Types 

L 
N 

A 
C 

 
System/Software Change Request Numbers 

 
 

        

 
 

        

 
 

        

 
 

        

 
 

        

 
 

        

 
 

        

 
 

        

 
Comments  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Project Manager  
Approval 
Signature 
 
 
Date 
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The component below allows the project manager to assign duties to the 
developers who should implement the changes that CCT has already approved. 
This screens details are easily relayed to a specific developer electronically 
through the email.
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APPENDIX D 

Requirements Traceability Management Component 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The requirement management tool has incorporated a requirements 
traceability managing component. This screen layout allows the software 
developer to type the unique number of the requirement to be accessed. 
The system traces the requirement and shows it up with all its details.  The 
tool allows updating and managing of all the requirements as it may be 
appropriate. 
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